PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Razorleaf provides clients with the flexibility to determine the type of contracts that best fit the client’s
business needs and budget, including T & M, Fixed Bid, Staff Augmentation, or a Subscription model
(Consulting as a Service).

Implementation

Migration

We understand that implementation is not a onesize-fits-all approach and the need to carefully
integrate and safeguard complex data sets that
contain the organization’s proprietary product
and customer information. Razorleaf has the
knowledge and experience to perform detailed
architecture planning and the experience to
differentiate between “suggested requirements”
and the realities of specific enterprise systems.

Our project managers, developers, and
consultants have been cleaning, transforming,
and migrating legacy data for decades, and
have developed an internal set of guidelines
and techniques for legacy data migration and
ETL projects. We provide expertise in migration
of version history, CAD structures, and object
relationships coupled with our process to
identify scope, assess data quality, define
transformations, plan iteration and testing
models, and document success criteria.

Integration
Our consultants have been defining, developing,
configuring, and integrating enterprise systems
for decades, including CAD, PDM, PLM, MRP,
ERP, CRM, SharePoint, legacy systems and
custom applications. We understand the critical
characteristics of point-to-point, hub-and-spoke,
and Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) integrations.
In addition, Razorleaf has developed its
own proprietary integration platform called
CLOVER, designed specifically to synchronize,
integrate, and manage your product
development data processes.

Support & Training
We recognize that continued success with
enterprise software requires superior ongoing
product support. Razorleaf’s comprehensive
technical support, offers L1 – L4 Help Desk
escalation to ensure the smooth operation and
maximum uptime of business-critical systems.
Razorleaf employs full-time, highly trained, and
dedicated support teams that leverage the latest
knowledge and experience from consultants
in the field.

Design Automation

Test Automation

We offer engineers, sales teams, distributors, and
customers to design, engineer, and configure
to order, on any device. Our experienced
consultants offer a variety of services to
automate the creation of order-specific sales
documents, part and assembly drawings and
models, and manufacturing data to reduce
repetitive tasks, eliminate errors, increase sales,
and deliver custom products.

We offer automated testing & validation software
and services for enterprise business systems
including PLM that ensure quality and compliance
and guarantee successful upgrades and system
updates. By automating repetitive, timeconsuming tests, teams can remove bottlenecks
and increase test coverage to address bugs and
improve user experience. Artificial Intelligence
(AI) enhances and expands tests enabling
companies to perform more comprehensive tests.
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